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American affairs" and the prospects of the Convention. For
Franklin also was a delegate.
. Whether the Convention's two most famous delegates that
afternoon actually spoke of public business, or what they said, is-
not known, but there is no question as to what they thought
Franklin had spent twenty-five of the past thirty years in Europe^
aware of the poverty of peasants, laborers, artisans, and tradesmen
there, and cheerful over the general prosperity he had observed
among the people in Pennsylvania since his return, '"All among
us may bo happy/' he had recently written to an English friend,
* who have happy dispositions; such being necessary to happiness
even in Paradise."
To a French friend he had written, less than a month ago, that
"the grand Federal Constitution,9* by which he meant the Articles
of Confederation, "is generally blamed as xictf having given suffi-
cient powers to Congress, the federal head,, A convention is there-
fore appointed to revise that constitution, and propose a better/"
la these and in other letters to Europe^ Franklin insisted that the
Americans were happy in their independence and that the British
newspapers, full of accounts of distress, confusion, and disorder
In the United States, were either ignorantly or deliberately mis*
leading. The Americans had made mistakes, but these were being
corrected; they had need "of more skill in financiering/* but they
would learn by experience. To Thomas Jefferson, who had suc-
ceeded Franklin as minister to France and was now in Paris,
Franklin on April 19 had been reflective and foresighted. The
delegates to the Convention, he said, were men of character and
ability, "so that I hope Good from their Meeting, Indeed if it does
not do good it must do Harm, as it will show that we have not
Wisdom enough among us to govern ourselves; and will
strengthen the opinion of some Political writers, that popular
Governments cannot long support themselves."
There was nothing which Franklin more earnestly desired for
his country than that its people should continue to govern them-
selves, with increasing wisdom and justice. Many of his political
antagonists during the Revolution, both in Europe and in Amer-
ica, had contended that the English colonies must be governed
by the Crown and Parliament in London or else fall into public
chaos. FranJflin, arguing with all his passion* skill, and wit that
Americans were capable of the self-government which they

